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Synopsis
Escape Your 9 to 5! Get Your Life Back! Double Or Even Triple Your Income AND Work Part-Time!===>AWESOME BONUS! Over two hours of extra recorded content available for FREE.
See inside the book!
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Customer Reviews
I'm not sure where the first reviews came from, but I can say that I took one for the team. Lee has a nice book to read if you want a story to read, but the Title is very misleading. There is nothing in the book that would get you to earning $10,000.00 per month. You are pointed in 1000 different directions with no specific instructions. You are told very vague things and the you are told that there is plenty of info online, go find it yourself (he didn’t even have any links to anything) If I hadn’t already read a couple hundred books on the subject I wouldn’t have had a clue of what to do from this book. Now I know that there is too much to learn everything from any one book, but there wasn’t even a nugget of information that I could take from this one. He started out with his life story (which was interesting) but that didn’t tell me how to make $10,000.00 a month. Then he says keep trying buddy I know you can do it, but that didn’t tell me how to make $10,000.00 a month. It went on and
on and I may have missed it but I don't think he ever told me that he actually makes $10,000.00 a month. So it was definitely not worth the price and if you want a story to read you can go ahead and buy it but you won't earn $10.00 a month from the information in this book. I am going to go back through the book and see if I can find a nugget in there and I'll update my review if I can find it.

Wow, all five star reviews and $10,000 a month. All for three bucks. Only thing that smells fishier is a bait store. But I figured what the heck, benfit of the doubt and all that. Ok, you caught me. I really wanted to see how bad it was. Really bad. If you've ever had your own web site someone has spammed you about search engine optimization. Well, this is one of the people doing the spamming according to this book. And that seems to be his grand and glorious plan for you.

If you've ever entertained the idea of an online business and all the freedom that could provide you, this book will help you get started on your own path to freedom. Lee does an excellent job of outlining all the steps for you and encourages you to jump in and enjoy the ride. I highly recommend this book!

This is a great read! I love the way he gives a general overview of his strategies (The 30,000 Foot Overview is an excellent chapter), but then breaks it down into detailed steps. There are a lot of excellent techniques. Even if you just did a few of them, you'd really be able to help grow your home based business quickly. Looking forward to more books from this author.

This is a direct and understandable blueprint for online success. Lee is direct about the steps he has taken and that you and I can take too. My take away is that it makes sense to learn from someone who has really don the deal, not just a theory monger. Quick read and now I’m going to read it again and again and get started on my own escape plan.

This little book is a great encouragement for anyone intent on creating the "laptop lifestyle." In today’s world of layoffs and unemployment, this type of information is essential reading---and in my mind is more essential than a traditional college education. Developing an entrepreneurial mindset has become a necessity for financial survival in this economy.. and this book will encourage and provide an outline for how to do it. Lee's book takes you by the hand and shows you just how he broke free from the system and orchestrated his escape plan from the rat race. Read it! You can do it too!
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